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From Slave to Saviour 
Genesis 39-41 

Genesis 38; Hebrew 5:1-6; Mark 10:46-52 

 
I wonder what you think of when I say the word “model”. 
Perhaps your mind goes to a smaller version of a bigger reality, like a model 

aeroplane or train.  Perhaps you think of a type of something, like a Model T Ford.  You 
might think of a prototype, or a working model.  Or you may think of good looking young 
folk who parade about in and array of outfits often covering less than they perhaps 
should. 

You may wonder what this has to do with the ancient story of Joseph’s move from 
slave to saviour complete with dreams of promotion, death and famine.  Yet as we look 
at the story of a good looking young man who wears a number of outfits, some not 
covering as much as they should, we will see a model of how God works in the world 
and have modelled for us how we are to live in this world. 

TELLING THE STORY 

IN POTIPHAR’S HOUSE (GEN 39) 
As we rejoin the story of Joseph after the Tamar and Judah interlude we 

reminded that he is a slave in the house of Potiphar, the captain of the guard.  This 
would seem to be a low point in Joseph’s life but we are repeatedly told that the Lord is 
with him helping him to be successful.  This brings him to the attention of his master who 
promotes him to overseer and the whole house is blessed.   

But this good looking successful slave also comes to the attention of his mistress 
who repeatedly promotes the idea of playing house with her.  Joseph refuses saying it 
would be to betray his trust, his master and a sin against God. 

One day when they are alone in the house she tries again grabbing hold of his 
clothing, but that’s all she get as Joseph does a quick outfit change and scarpers leaving 
the garment behind.   

The spurned mistress who had just said “Lie with me” lies to both the household 
servants and her husband, using Joseph’s abandoned outfit as “proof” of his bad 
intentions. (It really is remarkable how clothes are such an important part of this story.)  
She tells her tales in such as way as to arouse the servants sympathy and her 
husband’s anger and so Joseph is thrown into the prison, guilty only of maintaining his 
integrity if not his dignity. 

But as Joseph’s life seem to sink to new depths we are again told that the Lord is 
with him and shows him his steadfast love.  Again Joseph finds himself put in charge by 
his master, and in all he does Joseph and his jailer prosper. 

DREAMERS IN JAIL (GENESIS 40) 
As Genesis 40 starts some time has passed, and two new prisoners appear, the 

chief cupbearer and chief baker to Pharoah and they are put in Joseph’s care.  One 
morning Joseph notices that they both look troubled and compassionately asks what the 
matter is.  He discovers they have both had impenetrable dreams.  Joseph tells them 
that God can interpret and asks to hear about the dreams. 

The cupbearer has seen a 3 branched vine from which he took grapes, made 
wine which he gave to Pharaoh.  Joseph says this means that in three days his head will 
be lifted up and so be restored to his office.  Seeing his a chance Joseph pleads for the 
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cup bearer to bring his case to Pharoah and so get him out of his incarceration, telling 
him “… I was stolen out of the land of the Hebrews; and here also I have done nothing 
that they should have put me into the dungeon.” (40:15) 

The breadmaker tries his luck but is all out as his dream reveals that his head will 
also be lifted up - from him (a word play which the writer seems to really enjoy).  Three 
days later, as a birthday present to himself, Pharaoh restores the cupbearer.  We the 
readers are hopeful that now Joseph’s case will be dealt with but our hopes and 
Joseph’s are dashed and he rather like the baker is left hanging. (It’s not just the writer 
of Genesis who enjoys word play). 

IN PHAROAH’S COURT (GENESIS 41) 
Two years pass and ominously the action continues not with Joseph and 

assurances of God’s presence, but with Pharaoh, who was believed to be in contact with 
the gods, receiving messages that he can’t understand, he is all at sixes or to be more 
precise, sevens as to what the visions of cows and grain are about. 

He knows that it is important for it concerns the Nile, the life source of Egypt, 
cows which could be used to symbolise Egypt and the god, Isis, and grain, which fed the 
economy.  No wonder his spirit is troubled. 

When the magicians of Egypt are shown up as daydreamers, the cupbearer 
finally to his shame remembers a young Hebrew slave who could interpret like, well, a 
dream. 

Joseph Summoned 
Joseph is sent for and in short order is given a shave and a new garment suitable 

for being in the presence of Pharaoh.  Pharaoh challenges him as to whether he can 
interpret and Joseph, who has not lost all his brashness, answers back to him that it is 
God not he who can. 

Pharaoh retells the dream of the seven ugly thin cows devouring the fat and 
sleek, and the seven withered stalks swallowing the full grain and showing some of the 
impact that these visions have had on him. 

Joseph declares that God has shown Pharaoh the future and that it points to 
seven years of plenty followed by seven terrible years of famine.  The doubling of the 
dream means that this is fixed and certain.  We, the readers may wonder what this might 
mean in relation to Joseph’s much earlier double dream. 

But Joseph is not concerned about those events of years ago but rather what 
should happen now.  Going beyond simply interpreting the dream and perhaps using the 
years of experience he has had in running a household and the jail, advises Pharaoh on 
how to mitigate the risk given the economic modelling, as current business lingo would 
put it, by appointing someone to manage the surplus in preparation for the coming 
deficit.  In this way the nation will be saved. 

Pharaoh is so impressed with Joseph’s God given discernment and wisdom that 
he gives him the job, and a gold chain, and a wife, and, as we have come to expect, a 
new outfit.  He also gets a new name, Zaphenath-paneah, which we, and Andrew Lloyd 
Webber, should be glad didn’t seem to catch on. 

Joseph gets to work 
Thirteen years after being sold as slave Joseph, now as second in charge in 

Egypt gets to work gathering up the abundance of the good years.  He himself is fruitful 
having two sons, Manasseh and Ephraim, both named as a reminder of how God has 
blessed him away from his father’s house. 

All too soon the seven fruitful years have passed and famine takes hold and so 
the surplus starts to be sold, not only to those in Egypt but rather all the world came to 
Joseph in Egypt to buy grain, because the famine became severe throughout the world.” 
(41:57) 
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Reference both Joseph’s father’s house and all the world coming to Egypt lead us 
to wonder what is happening to the rest of Jacob’s family and that is where the story will 
take us next week. 

MODELLING 

Well the first thing we are seeing modelled here is wonderful story telling, with all 
the ingredients you could want, betrayal, intrigue, sex, deceit, mystery, emotional highs 
and lows, word plays and some very clever foreshadowing to keep the reader hooked in. 

MODELLING GOD’S WAY OF WORKING IN THE WORLD. 
More importantly we see some important modelling of how God works in the 

world.   
God is in control of history 
Clearly modelled for us here is that God is in charge of history.  The device of the 

dreams clearly show that the future is known and according to Joseph determined by 
God.  Moreover the way the story plays out shows that God is working, often despite the 
characters involved, to achieve his purposes. 

The fulfilled human dreams pushes us then back further to God’s promises to 
Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.  He will fufill his promises of blessing, land, descendants 
and blessing to the world.  God will work these out despite how things seem. 

Is that the model of history that you have? 
Ultimately the vindication of this model is not in Joseph but fully modelled in the 

resurrection of Jesus.  God’s purposes will come to fruition.  Here is our confidence and 
hope in a world that can look out of control.  God ultimately is in charge. 

God uses the lowly 
But we also see modelled that God does this using the lowly, the humble to 

achieve his purposes.  It is when Joseph is at his lowest that God uses him as a slave 
become saviour. 

We see this continually through out Scripture.  We see this in the choice of Israel, 
some see in the story of Joseph a foreshadowing of the slavery of the nation in Egypt 
years later, and it is easy to see how such story would have strengthened those in such 
slavery. 

That God uses the lowly means that God can be working his purposes out 
through us.  Is this your model of reality? 

Again this is modelled most clearly in Jesus who became a slave in obedience to 
God, and his resurrection is the vindication of this path. 

God’s purpose of the blessing of others. 
These are fine ideas but we might struggle with how this works out in our own 

lives, where it may not appear that God is control, and that we are not much use to God. 
I found it interesting this week to reflect on the experience of Joseph.  We are 

repeatedly told that God is with him and is blessing him, he is faithful, and yet he is a 
slave, then a prisoner and it is others who seem to be being blessed. 

This may be a surprise to us, if God is with us and is blessing us then our lives 
should be victorious, triumphant, and yet that is not the path of the faithful that we see in 
the story of Joseph. 

Here we have modelled for us God’s purposes in history: his use of the lowly, and 
the his presence with his people is will bring blessing for others. 

Being reminded of this may help us lift our eyes from ourselves to others.  The 
two great commandments have been prominent in this service we can only truly love 
God and our neighbours if we are not looking to our own blessing, but to the blessing of 
others. 

Is that the model of reality that you have? 
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Believers through the ages have found that it is through their struggles and trials 
that others have been blessed, again most clearly shown in Jesus. 

MODELLING HOW WE ARE TO LIVE AS GOD’S PEOPLE. 
This modelling of God’s control, his use of the lowly and purposes to bring 

blessing then must impact how we live as believers and in Joseph with his many outfits 
we have a great role model. 

I wonder if you have ever tried to model yourself on someone, and I don’t mean in 
looks, but rather as a model for living.  I wonder if we are often to shallow to look hard at 
someone else and then at ourselves and see how we may need to change. 

We can consider his wisdom.  His trust in God’s control of events doesn’t lead 
him to just sit back and watch it happen, rather he suggests a wise course of action and 
helps it take place.  Having a strong understanding of God’s control of history should not 
us to idleness but to wise and loving action. 

Consider the characteristics that Joseph shows and ponder how you rate in these 
areas: integrity; resisting temptation; diligence; compassion; humility; faith; wisdom, 
patience. 

Put like that we are reminded of the outfit which Paul says we are to model, 
compassion, kindness, humility, gentleness, patience and forgiving love. 

As we model these we will not only look more like Joseph the slave who became 
a saviour, but also the one who came as a servant to become our saviour who is our 
working model of a life of service and the hope of our salvation. 


